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Maxwell’s Eqns and Electromagnetic Waves

1865: Paper entitled ‘A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic
Field’ James Clerk Maxwell derived the electromagnetic wave
equation and demonstrated that light is an electromagnetic wave.

Radiation/Waves: Fields that transport energy to Infinity
Electromagnetic Waves: When a charge undergoes acceleration, a
part of the field ‘detaches’ and travels off at the speed of light,
carrying energy, momentum and angular momentum.
This is EM Radiation or EM wave
1887: Just two decades after EMW were theoretically predicted, were
Experimentally Confirmed by Heinrich Hertz who produced EMW
using an oscillator and recorded it on a ring detector 12 meters away
Regarding the importance of his experiment he said “It’s of no use
whatsoever[...] this is just an experiment that proves Maestro
Maxwell was right - we just have these mysterious electromagnetic
waves that we cannot see with the naked eye. But they are there.”
Asked about the ramifications of his discoveries, Hertz replied,
“Nothing, I guess”
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General Relativity and Einstein’s equations

Albert Einstein completed the General Theory of relativity (GR) in
1915 and the first exposé ‘The Foundation of the General Theory of
Relativity’ was published in 1916.

GR is the current best description of gravitation which unifies special
relativity and Newton’s law of universal gravitation, and describes
gravity as a geometric property of spacetime.

The curvature of spacetime is directly related to the
Energy-Momentum tensor of whatever matter and radiation are
present. The relation is specified by the Einstein field equations, a
system of ten non-linear partial differential equations.
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Einstein’s equations and Gravitational Waves (GW)

Einstein’s Theory of Gravitation (General Relativity) is consistent with
Principle of Special Relativity.

Effect of Gravity cannot be transmitted Faster that Light

If Grav Field of an object changes, the changes propagate thro’ space
and take a Finite time to reach other objects. These propagating
oscillations are called Gravitational Radiation or Gravitational Waves

Oscillating perturbations to Minkowski ST, oscillating strain in ST,
oscillating tidal force between free test masses

In GR, GW travel with the speed of light, are transverse and have two
states of polarisation just like EMW

Conservation of energy rules out monopole gravitational radn.
Conservn of Lin Mom and Ang Mom forbid gravitational dipole radn

Intrinsically non-linear since wave energy density itself ‘gravitates’

Propagate essentially unperturbed thro space as they interact weakly
with matter - Blessing&Curse
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Einstein’s equations and Gravitational Waves

1916: In the paper exploring physical implications of GTR, Einstein
proposed existence of GW as one of its important consequences

1918: Einstein calculated flux of energy far from source
Quadrupole Formula ..Radiation Reaction ..Radiation Damping.
Distinguished between Energy carrying waves vs non-energy carrying
wave-like coordinate artefacts..

1922: Eddington: Corrected factor of 2 in AE’s work, pointed
inapplicability of AE’s derivation for self gravitating systems.
Described the situation reg gauge effects as GW propagate at
speed of thought!

Appears AE wished to forget he had predicted GW.
Reasonable judgement about slim chance that GW might be detected.
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Einstein: GW do not exist!!! (Kennefick - Travelling at the speed of thought)

1936 Einstein’s letter to Born
Together with a young collaborator (Rosen), I arrived at the
interesting result that GW do not exist, although they had been
assumed a certainity to the first approximation. This shows that the
non-linear general relativistic field equations can tell us more or,
rather, limit us more than we believed up to now.

Referring to paper submitted to Physical Review entitled
‘Do Gravitational waves exist?’

Paper returned with a critical referee’s report

Einstein dismissed referee’s comments and withdrew the paper. He
wrote
‘We had sent you our manuscript for publication and not authorised
you to show it to specialists before it is printed. I see no reason to
address the - in any case erroneous - comments of your anonymous
expert. On the basis of this incident, I prefer to publish the paper
elsewhere’.
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Einstein: GW do not exist!!! (Kennefick - Travelling at the speed of thought)

Editor Tate regretted Einstein’s decision to withdraw but stated he
would not set aside the journal’s review procedure.

Einstein never published in Phys. Rev. again! Einstein submitted the
paper to J of Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, with no changes!

Work set out to look for exact soln of Einstein Field Eqns to describe
plane GW and found it was not possible to do so without introducing
singularities in the metric describing the wave

Robertson convinced Einstein’s close collaborator Infeld that the
Singularity could be avoided by constructing cylindrical wave soln so
that offending singularity relegated to infinitely long central symm
axis, where the material source is

When this was pointed out, Einstein concurred and completely revised
it in the galley proofs!

Did not distinguish sufficiently between co-ordinate and physical
singularities..(Recall Schwarzschild singularity!).
Referee was Robertson.
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Improved theoretical understanding of GW

Landau Lifshiftz (1941) and Fock (1955) extended Quadrupole
formula to weakly self-grav systems.. Constitute two different
approaches to GW generation today..

nPN means corrections of order (v2/c2)n relative to leading
order..2.5PN order means corrrect up to v5/c5

Complication: For self-gravitating systems orders in velocity are
related to orders in non-linearity..Virial theorem → Φ = GM/R same
order as v2 ..Reaction terms of order (v/c)5 from linear theory will be
accompanied by terms (v/c)3 Φ/c2, (v/c)1 (Φ/c2)2..
Higher order PN calculation requires dealing dealing with higher order
non-linearities.

1950 + Goldberg, Havas, Pirani, Bondi, Metzner, Sachs ..
Mathematically precise discussion of Asymptotics in GR.
Rigorous work that GW transfer energy!

Feynman, Bondi..
GW could in principle heat a suitably contrived mechanical system!
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Chandrasekhar (Oct 19 1910 - 1995 ) and GW - (Schutz JAA 17, 183 1996)

1960’s: Chandrasekhar - Radiation Reaction problem.. How does
emission of GW affect the emitting system when its self-gravitating?

Chandra was first to show conceptually that radiation reaction
problem could be solved for continuous systems..

Damping, null and even anti-damping results existed.. Confused
situation led some to doubt reality of gravitational radiation and
possibility of associating some kind of conserved energy with GW..
Unsatisfactory from both physical and Astrophysics pts of view.

Chandra saw the need for a careful step by step approach starting
from Newtonian limit and proceeding PN order by order. No one had
attempted PN approximation for continuous bodies in an exhaustive
way..

Realised that previous works used simplifications that could have led
to fallacies .. Decided to avoid any tricks..Do a complete and honest
calculation. Studied previous works until he knew what to emulate
and what to discard
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Chandrasekhar and GW - (Schutz JAA 17, 183 1996)

Technical issues concerned use of point particles and the related
infinite self-field energy problems in a non-linear theory, imposition of
no-incoming boundary condition in a PN scheme, dealing with
conservative (even in v/c) and dissipative (odd in v/c) effects
separately, validity of the use of matched asymptotic expansions to
isolate terms in EOM coupling to radiation far away..

Assembled together the essential ingredients: Landau-Lifshiftz
pseudo-tensor to include the non-linearities of the Grav field,
Retarded potentials and near-zone expansion to implement outgoing
BC following Trautman.
Gave astrophysicists confidence that GR was physically reasonable
and well behaved. Energy and AM radiated as GW was correctly
balanced by the loss of mechanical energy and AM
Important applications immediately followed:
(i) GW induced non-axisymmetric instability of rotating stars
(ii) Faulkner: Cataclysmic binary systems: Competition of GW RR
and mass transfer
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Chandrasekhar and GW - (Schutz JAA 17, 183 1996)

However there were problems: (i) (in the gauge he chose to work in)
some terms at 2PN were divergent..Expressions only formal??

(ii) Appearance of terms diverging at infinity for continuous sources
and reconcilation only by accepting for metric a solution only in the
distributional sense
The divergences cast doubt on the validity of Chandra’s treatment for
more mathematically demanding relativists and proved to be a barrier
for extension of the treatment to higher PN orders..
Chandra (and Thorne) did not find the infinities worrying because
they felt they had a physicists intuition for the correctness of the
method used and results obtained. By brute force, insight and
attention to detail, Chandra first achieved what many relativists had
tried for decades.
Chandra unhappy about the criticism reg divergent terms since it
prevented him from being given adequate credit for significance of his
PN work. Only body of work not immortalized by a book unlike all
his other research endeavours!!
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A century of waiting...

Almost 100 years since GW were theoretically predicted but still no
experimental confirmation à la Hertz

Reason is connected to two fundamental differences between EM and
Gravitation:
The weakness of the gravitational interaction relative to EM (10−39)
and
The spin two nature of gravitation compared to the spin one nature
of EM that forbids dipole radiation in GR.

Implies low efficiency for conversion of mechanical energy to
gravitational radiation. And feeble effects of GW on any potential
detector. A GW Hertz experiment is ruled out and it is only signals
produced by astrophysical systems where there are potentially huge
masses accelerating very strongly that are likely sources.

The first attempts to detect GW were by Bar detectors in the sixties
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The pioneer - Joe Weber and the Bar detector

1960 - 1975

Narrow Band Detectors
h ∼ 10−19 - Cryogenic Bars;
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The tragic pioneer -
Joe Weber and GW ‘ discovery’ controversy

Joe Weber pioneered the use of resonant bar detectors in the sixties
and believed his experiment detected GW in the direction of the
galactic center

However the observations implied such a huge amount of conversion
of stars into GW that it would lead to weakening of the binding and
consequent expansion of the galaxy (Field, Rees, Sciama..)..
Other more sensitive bar detectors did not see such signals
(Braginsky, Tyson, Drever, Garwin and Levine,..)
Possible Model? Grav synchrotron radn - Beaming (Misner) ..
Model of antenna as ensemble of interacting particles leads to much
larger cross section (×1021) than a classical continuous solid (Weber)
If true, had implications for scale of all experiments like the neutrino
expt, GW interferometers that were being explored..
Refutation ( Schutz, Grischuk..)
Fascinating Book: Gravity’s Shadow by Harry Collins
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It was the best of times, it was

the worst of times, it was the

age of wisdom, it was the age of

foolishness, it was the epoch of

belief, it was the epoch of

incredulity, it was the season

of Light, it was the season of

Darkness, it was the spring of

hope, it was the winter of

despair, we had everything

before us, we had nothing before

us, we were all going direct to

heaven, we were all going direct

the other way - in short, the

period was so far like the

present period, that some of its

noisiest authorities insisted on

its being received, for good or

for evil, in the superlative

degree of comparison only.

The GW detective (Goa- 1987)
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Gravitational Waves exist

High quality data ∼ Proof that GW exist

In 1974 Hulse and Taylor,

Discovered the Binary Pulsar 1913+16 -

The system has now been monitored for ∼ 30 years
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Indeed ..Gravitational Waves exist ..

If General relativity is right (and Newtonian Gravity is incorrect) the
system must emit GW. Orbit shrinks by 3 mm/orbit..Orbital period slowly

decreasing at just the rate predicted by GR for emission of GW!!!

Nobel Prize (1993).
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Quadrupole Formula controversy??

Prospects of testing PN theory against Hulse-Taylor system once
again revived more critical questions (Kerlick, Ehlers, Havas..)
regarding existing treatment of GW (Chandrasekhar, Thorne..)

(i) Does it apply to orbital motion of the two NS even though it does
not apply to their internal structure with strong gravitational fields?

(ii) Even for weak fields is it a valid approximation of GR due to the
divergent terms in the PN equations?

(i) Needs methods to treat weak orbital fields without assumption on
internal fields. Can show orbits and interactions of stars independent
of compactness modulo tidal distortions - 1980’s,early 90’s Bel et al,

Damour-Deruelle, Damour, Futamase and Schutz, Walker-Will, Grischuk-Kopeijkin

(ii) If radiation is present, inconvenient to iterate using
Newtonian-like Poisson equations.. Retardation effects cannot be
neglected..Successful formalisms are all formulated in terms of
retarded integrals rather than Poisson-like Green functions..
(Damour, Blanchet, Will and Walker, Thorne, Haridass and Soni...)
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Genesis of Mark II Approximation Methods

The high quality binary pulsar data forced a revisit to approximation
methods in GR to remedy the mathematical shortcomings in the
existing approaches

Insights of a newer generation more comfortable with techniques in
field theory to deal with divergences helped

Damour (thesis on regularisation in classical field theories) critically
looked at the problem and realised the need to carefully deal with UV
divergences arising from the use of Delta functions to model point
particles in a non-linear thory.. Proposed iteration algorithms
including Riesz regularisation to deal with such divergences

Iterated Einstein’s Eqns to sufficient order of non-linearity to obtain
EOM of compact binaries including v5/c5 terms (1983)
(Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann approach)

ai = aNewton
i + a1PN

i + a2PN
i + a2.5PN

i

Laplace-Eddington effect (at 2.5PN)
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Laser Interferometric Gravitational Wave Detectors?

Binary Pulsars establish Reality of Grav Radn. Validity of GR in
Strong Fields. Excellent Evidence but Evidence is Indirect

Can detectors be built to attempt a Direct detection of these GW??

Direct detection of GW -
First mandate of Laser Interferometric GW detectors

Promised and Real Excitement - Experimental Probe for Basic
Physics and Observational Technique for Astrophysics

LIGO/Virgo Aim: Detect and study GW of Astrophysical origin

Effect of GW on a system is measured by the Dimensionless strain
h = 2(∆L)/L it produces

For a typical NS binary in Virgo cluster (18 Mpc; 5.6× 1020 km)
h ∼ 4G

c4D
Knonsph ∼ 2 GM

Rc2
GM
Dc2 ∼ 1.5× 10−21.

As a GW passes, the arm lengths of km scale ITF change (10−18m)
tidally causing the interference pattern to change at the photodiode

The miniscule strain and associated tiny displacement must be
measured to detect the GW.
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Laser Interferometric Gravitational Wave Detectors?

Suspended Mass Interferometer whose mirrors also serve as test masses. Laser is
used to measure the relative lengths of two orthogonal arms.. Requires use of
special interferometric techniques, state-of-art optics, highly stable lasers,
multiple layers of vibration isolation.. Power recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson (100
bounces,8000× power rel simple Michelson).
Broad Band Detectors unlike narrow band Bar detectors;
Ray Weiss (1968), Weber, Gerstenstein, Forward, Billing and Winkler, Drever, Brillet, ......

GW detection is about seeing the biggest things that ever happen by measuring
the smallest changes that have ever been measured - Harry Collins.

MTW - Interferometry cannot work!
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The Last Three Minutes..
Can Chirping Binaries be detected?

Can we detect the GW from 1913+16 today???
No! Since Porb ∼ 8 hrs, fGW ∼ 10−4 Hz. Interferometers on Earth
cannot be sensitive at this frequency due to seismic noise.

However, due to gravitational radiation reaction the binary spirals in
with ever increasing velocity and frequency and increasing amplitude
due to the stronger gravitational field
Thus, in 300 million years fGW ∼ 10 Hz. 15 minutes later fGW ∼ 1000
Hz. 16,000 cycles in the last three minutes before coalescence. All
this brings the system in the sensitivity bandwidths of Earth bound
detectors. Eccentricity would reduce from e = .617 to e → 0.
In 2003 a new binary (Double) pulsar J0737-3039 with orbital period
of 2.5 hrs (e = .0877) was discovered which will coalesce in 86 Myrs.
Infall due to Grav radn Damping 7 mm/day!
Even more unique Laboratory for relativistic gravitational physics in
the strong field regime
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Prototype Sources - Inspiralling Compact Binaries

Late Inspiral and Merger Epochs of compact binaries of neutron stars
or black holes provide us possible strong sources of GW for terrestrial
Laser Interferometer GW Detectors like LIGO and Virgo in the ‘high’
frequency range 10 Hz - 10 kHz

We have guaranteed sources for the GW detectors if there are enough
of them.

The waveform is a chirp
Amplitude and Frequency increasing with Time

GW are WEAK SIGNALS buried in NOISE of detector

Require Matched Filtering (MF) both for their Detection or
Extraction and Parameter Estimation or Characterisation

Success of MF requires Accurate model of signal using Gen Rel;

Favours sources like ICB (NS-NS, BH-BH, NS-BH) - 2-body
problem in GR - over unmodelled sources like supernovae or GRB

Chirps (ICB), Bursts (SN, GRB),
Continuous wave (Pulsars), Stochastic (Early Universe)
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Chirp Signal, Matched Filtering

Courtesy Anand Sengupta (IUCAA)
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Return of the GW detective (Ahmedabad 1991)
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GW from ICB - Cutler et al 1993

When LIGO was funded in early nineties, and efforts to construct
accurate ICB waveforms started, it was soon realised that far higher
order PN accurate waveforms would be needed to approximate GW in
the final stages of inspiral and merger than in Binary Psr work

Numerical Relativity was far from mature and a Grand Challenge
Program was started towards this goal
Physical insights were essential to simplify the goals and achieve the
required waveforms..They include
(i) Garden variety ICB would have radiated away their eccentricity
and be moving in quasi-circular orbits during the late inspiral
(ii) Since matched filtering is sensitive to the phase it is more
important to first control higher order phasing than higher order
amplitudes - Newtonian Amplitude + Best available phasing:
Restricted waveform
(iii) The inspiral can be treated in the adiabatic approximation as a
sequences of circular orbits..This allows one to treat separately the
radiation reaction effects and the conservative effects
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GW from ICB - Three Modules

(iii) One can go to higher PN orders in the inspiral without getting
technically bogged down in controlling the much more difficult higher
order conservative PN terms

MPM - (iv) For compact objects the effects of finite size and
quadrupole distortion induced by tidal interactions are of order 5PN.
Hence, neutron stars and black holes can be modelled as point
particles represented by Dirac δ-functions.
Thus modelling ICB waveforms for inspiral involves three tasks
Motion: Given a Binary system, iterate Einstein’s Eqns to discuss
conservative motion of the system. Compute CM Energy E
Generation: Given the motion of the binary system on a fixed orbit,
iterate EE to compute multipoles of the Grav field and hence the FZ
flux of energy and AM carried by GW. Compute L and J
Radiation Reaction: Given the Conserved energy and Radiated Flux of
Energy and AM, ASSUME the Balance Eqns to Compute the effect of
Radiation on the Orbit. Compute F (t) and φ(t);
(GW) Phasing of Binary ∼ (EMW) Timing of Pulsars
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A personal aside

1989-1990: Sabbatical with Thibault Damour (Meudon→ IHES). Thibault’s
first ‘postdoc’ at IHES - New phase in my scientific life; kept me occupied
close to two decades.

Began working on problems related to Grav Radn; Multipolar Post
Minkowskian (MPM) formalism of Luc Blanchet and Thibault Damour.

Two contributions: Linearized gravity using STF methods and
1PN Current quadrupole with compact support

Following funding of LIGO (USA), Issues related to templates for GW
detection intensely studied by Kip Thorne’s group (Caltech)

International meeting (1994) convened by Kip to brainstorm this issue and
highlight need to address this problem. Luc Blanchet and I were
participants.. Luc expressed the view that MPM formalism could be
effectively generalised to do this and soon demonstrated the 2PN generation
of GW.

Soon after I was visiting Thibault at IHES and this led to a collaboration

between the three of us. Using Thibault’s insight into a treatment of the

cubic non-linearities we three completed the 2PN phasing for ICB (1995).
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A personal aside

The availibility of the 2PN EOM from Binary Pulsar work facilitated the
computation of 2PN phasing of ICB by two independent methods.

Independently, results confirmed by Will and Wiseman in the USA.
Email; internet; communication crucial for complex and human resource
intensive projects like LIGO and Virgo.
Up till now all GWDA of ICB is based on these 2PN results
Thibault, BRI, Sathyaprakash: Application of resummation methods like
Padé approximants to extend the range of validity of PN approximants;
Develop tools (Effectualness, Faithfulness, Window Functions, Inequivalent
PN families) to deal quantitatively with template construction and
understand template characterisation issues in GW data analysis (GWDA);
Applications of effective one body methods in GWDA.
Though 2PN templates seemed adequate, it was clear that for binary black
holes the 3PN approximation would be necessary
3PN 1996+ Luc Blanchet,(DARC/IAP), G. Faye, +BRI; Jaranowski +
Schäfer (Jena)

Control of this next order - more formidable; limitation of earlier

regularisation methods for the self-field using Hadamard regularisation.
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Email; internet; communication crucial for complex and human resource
intensive projects like LIGO and Virgo.
Up till now all GWDA of ICB is based on these 2PN results
Thibault, BRI, Sathyaprakash: Application of resummation methods like
Padé approximants to extend the range of validity of PN approximants;
Develop tools (Effectualness, Faithfulness, Window Functions, Inequivalent
PN families) to deal quantitatively with template construction and
understand template characterisation issues in GW data analysis (GWDA);
Applications of effective one body methods in GWDA.
Though 2PN templates seemed adequate, it was clear that for binary black
holes the 3PN approximation would be necessary
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A personal aside

The 3PN EOM (Damour, Jaranowski, Schäfer 2001; Blanchet, Faye, Esposito-Farese

2004, Futamase-Itoh) and 3PN wave generation (Blanchet, BRI, Joguet 2002;

Damour, Esposito-Farese 2005, Arun, Qusailah, Faye, Sinha) were technically more
involved due to ambiguities in Hadamard regularisation

Blanchet + BRI : Hadamard regularisation of 3PN generation (2005)
Only after almost a decade of struggle and by the use of the gauge invariant
dimensional regularisation was the problem finally resolved and completed.
Once again brought together many of us (Luc Blanchet, Thibault Damour,
Gilles Esposito-Farese, Piotr Jaranowski, Gerhard Schafer and BRI in
different combinations) who had earlier collaborated with Thibault on
different aspects of gravitational radiation problems.
Implications for Parameter estimation, Tests of Gravity, Implications of FWF
for Ap and Cosmology using LISA and Einstein Telescope

2008 Thibault + BRI + Alessandro Nagar - Improved resummed templates

for matching analytical results to exciting numerical relativity simulations of

binary black hole merger. (used as one of the inputs: extension of the 1990

work on current moments with Thibault.)

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, But to be young was very heaven!
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Multipolar Post Minkowskian (MPM) formalism

Successful wave-generation formalisms are a cocktail of
post-Minkowskian (PM) methods [expansions in G - non-linearity
expns], post-Newtonian (PN) methods [expansions in 1/c], multipole
(M) expansions [expansions in irreducible representations of the
rotation group], and perturbations around curved backgrounds.

There are two independent aspects addressing two different problems.

(i) The general method (MPM expansion) applicable to extended or
fluid sources with compact support, based on the mixed PM and
multipole expansion matched to some PN (slowly moving, weakly
gravitating, small-retardation) source. IR divergences arising from the
retardation expansion dealt by analytic continuation

(ii) The particular application to describe inspiralling compact binaries
(ICB) by use of point particle models. Self-field regularisation to deal
with UV divergences arising from use of Delta functions to model
point particles - Riesz, Hadamard partie finie, Dimensional
regularisation
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MPM formalism - Some Technical details

Post-Minkowskian expansion is in powers of G , valid in the weak-field region
and post-Newtonian expansion is in powers of v/c valid in the near zone.

The MPM formalism essentially involves a Multipolar Post Minkowskian
(MPM) expansion of the gravitational field, followed by a Post Newtonian
(PN) expansion in the near zone and their matching. This specifies the field
exterior to the source completely.

In MPM formalism both radiative and canonical moments are of two types:
Mass type and Current type. The generation formalism enables one to
compute the radiative moments as nonlinear functionals of the source
moments. The whole idea is to connect the 2 radiative moments (U & V )
which the detector sees, to the 2 canonical source moments (M & S) via the
6 general ‘source’ moments (I , J, W , X , Y , Z ) (last 4 gauge moments)

Computation of the source moments is so far done in the cases of slow
moving, weakly stressed (PN) sources.

The relationship between the radiative and source moments involve many
nonlinear multipole interactions causing different contributions to the
waveform and fluxes.
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FZ flux - Radiative Multipoles

Following Thorne (1980), the expression for the 3PN accurate far zone energy
flux in terms of symmetric trace-free (STF) radiative multipole moments read as(

dE
dt

)
far−zone

=
G

c5

{
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ij U

(1)
ij

+
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]
+O(8)

}
.

For a given PN order only a finite number of Multipoles contribute

At a given PN order the mass l-multipole is accompanied by the current
l − 1-multipole (Recall EM)

To go to a higher PN order Flux requires new higher order l-multipoles and
more importantly higher PN accuracy in the known multipoles.

3PN Energy flux requires 3PN accurate Mass Quadrupole, 2PN accurate
Mass Octupole, 2PN accurate Current Quadrupole,........ N Mass 25-pole,
Current 24-pole
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Relation connecting radiative MQ and Canonical MQ

Uij(TR) =

[
M

(2)
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+O(6)

Canonical moments {ML,SL} linked to general source moments
{IL, JL, WL, ...,ZL} which for MQ reads as,

Mij = Iij − 4G

c5

[
W (1)I

(1)
ij −W (2)Iij

]
where, W =

[
1

3
νm x.v

]
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Relation connecting radiative MQ and Canonical MQ

The relations connecting the different radiative moments UL and VL to the
corresponding source moments IL and JL are given below. For the mass type
moments we have (Blanchet 92.. 98)

Uij(U) = I
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General Source Moments

IL(t) = FP
B=0

∫
d3x |x̃|B

∫ 1

−1
dz

{
δl(z)x̂LΣ− 4(2l + 1)
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+
2(2l + 1)
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(x, t + z |x|/c) ,

JL(t) = FP
B=0
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(x, t + z |x|/c) .

Blanchet(1995,98); Damour, BRI (1990) - Linearised Gravity
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General Source Moments

τµν = |g |Tµν +
c4

16πG
Λµν
[
h, ∂h, ∂2h

]
,

τµν = PN(τµν)

.
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τ0i

c
; Σij = τ ij
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General Source Moments - (d+1) dimn

Derive multipole moments of an isolated slowly moving source in d spatial dimensions to apply
DimReg
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Redo all calculations from the beginning in d + 1 dimensions with all d-dependent coeffs
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Multipolar Post Minkowskian (MPM) formalism

The Multipolar Post Minkowskian (MPM) formalism is a good
example of the advantage that a complete and mathematically
rigorous treatment of a problem can eventually bring in the future for
more demanding applications that could be around the corner

MPM: Currently the most successful since it can deal with all aspects:
the Conservative EOM, Radiation field at infinity, Non-linear efffects
related to Tails. Has evolved over the last two decades into a
consistent algorithmic approach to analytical GW computations..
Blanchet Liv Rev Rel 9:4 2006; Gravitational Waves - M. Maggiore

3.5PN results for non-spinning ICB on quasi-circular orbits
Blanchet, Damour, BRI, Esposito-Farese, Faye, Arun, Qusailah, Sinha

3PN results for non-spinning ICB on quasi-elliptical orbits
(Gopakumar, Arun, Qusailah, Sinha, Blanchet, BRI, Damour, Konigsdorffer, Tessmer)

and 2.5PN results for spinning binaries (Arun, Blanchet, Buonanno, Faye,

Schäfer et al, Damour) have recently been completed. In the test particle
limit results are known to order 5.5PN by perturbation method
(Sasaki,Tagoshi, Tanaka, Mano, Suzuki, Takasugi, Fujita, BRI).
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Other approaches

ADM (Damour, Schäfer, Jaranowski),

Direct Integration of Relaxed Einstein Eqns -
DIRE (Epstein, Thorne, Will and Wiseman, Pati);

Strong field point particle limit (Schutz, Futamase, Asada, Itoh);

Effective field theory techniques (Goldberger, Porto, Rothstein..)

Self-force approaches for EMRI’s...

NR-AR (Cornell-Caltech, Goddard, Jena, RIT, IHES, Maryland) and
Self force-PN ( Blanchet, Tiec, Whiting, Detweiler...) comparisons....
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Basic Inputs - 3PN Energy and 3.5PN Energy Flux x ≡ (πGMF/c3)2/3

E3(x) = −1
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x ≡ (πMF )2/3

Blanchet, BRI, Joguet, Damour, Esposito-Farese
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3PN GW Flux includes..
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Are we there???

Contributions to the accumulated number N = 1
π (φISCO − φseismic) of

gravitational-wave cycles. Frequency entering the bandwidth is fseismic =
10 Hz; terminal frequency is assumed to be at the Schwarzschild
innermost stable circular orbit fISCO = c3

63/2πGm
.

A≡ 2× 1.4M� B≡ 10M� + 1.4M� C≡ 2× 10M�

RR Order A B C

Newtonian 16031 3576 602
1PN 441 213 59
1.5PN −211 −181 −51
2PN 9.9 9.8 4.1
2.5PN −12.2 −20.4 −7.5
3PN 2.6 2.3 2.2
3.5PN −1.0 −1.9 −0.9

Blanchet, Faye, BRI and Joguet
Blanchet, Damour, Esposito-Farese and BRI
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Post Newtonian Approximants - Different Families
Damour, BRI, Sathyaprakash

PNA computes orbital phase φ(t) of a CB as perturbative expn in a
small parameter, v = (πMF )1/3 (characteristic velocity in the binary),
or x = v2, although other variants exist.

In the adiabatic approximation and for restricted WF (GW phase
twice orbital phase) phasing specified by a pair of differential eqns

dφ

dt
− v3

M
= 0,

dv

dt
+
F(v)

ME ′(v)
= 0,

F(v): GW Flux; E (v): Binding energy; Prime: deriv wrt v

Different PN families arise because one can choose to treat the ratio
F(v)/E ′(v) differently starting from the same PN order inputs.
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Post Newtonian Approximants - Different Families

TaylorT1: Retain PN expansions of the luminosity F(v) and E ′(v) as
they appear and solve DE numerically

TaylorT4: Expand rational polynomial F(v)/E ′(v) in v to consistent
PN order and solve DE
TaylorT2: Follow the earlier expansion and integrate to obtain a pair
of parametric equations φ(v) and t(v)
TaylorT3: Invert the above t(v) to get v(t) and Write phasing as
explicit function of time φ(v(t)) = φ(t)
TaylorEt: Write the series in terms of Energy variable E , suitably
adimensionalized i.e. ζ = −2E/ν ( Gopakumar).
TaylorF2: Fourier reprn computed using stationary phase approxmn
PNA cannot model merger and ringdown..Break down of adiabatic
approx Ḟorb/F

2
orb � 1, Monotonicity of freq evoln (??)..

Suggestion to use Resummation methods to extend numerical validity
of PN expansions (at least) up to the LSO e.g Padé approximants
Effective-one-body (EOB): Analytically provides plunge, merger and
ringdown..EOB can be calibrated to Num Rel simulations
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Adv LIGO - Effectualness of PN Templates & Signals

Buonanno, BRI, Ochsner, Pan, Sathyaprakash arXiv:0907.0700
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Effective-One-Body (EOB)
(Buonanno and Damour 98, 00 (2PN),Damour, Jaranowski, Schäfer 00 (3PN))

.

Effective-One-Body (EOB) approach - New resummation, to extend
validity of suitably resummed PN results beyond the LSO, and up to
the merger

At Newtonian approx, the Hamiltonian H0(q,p) can be thought of as
describing a ‘test particle’ of mass µ orbiting around an ‘external
mass’ GM. (M ≡ m1 + m2 and µ = m1 m2/M);

EOB approach is general relativistic generalization of this. Consists in
looking for an ‘external spacetime geometry’ g ext

µν (xλ; GM) s.t

‘geodesic’ dynamics of ‘test particle’ of mass µ within g ext
µν (xλ,GM) is

equivalent (when expanded in powers of 1/c2) to original, relative
PN-expanded dynamics.

Estimated complete GW signal emitted by inspiralling, plunging,
merging and ringing binary black holes
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Effective-One-Body (EOB)

Four essential elements of the EOB approach are:

(i) Hamiltonian Hreal describing conservative part of relative dynamics
of 2 BH

(ii) Radiation-reaction force Fϕ describing loss of (mechanical)
angular momentum, and energy, of binary system;

(iii) Definition of various multipolar components of

“inspiral-plus-plunge” (metric) waveform hinsplunge
`m ;

(iv) Attachment of subsequent “Ringdown waveform” hringdown
`m

around certain (EOB-determined)“merger time” tm.

Assumption of sharp transition around BBH merger, between the
“plunge” and a ringdown behavior, inspired by classic “plunging
test-mass” result of Davis 1972. Matching time tm at location of
maximum EOB orbital frequency. Well confirmed by results of NR
simulations
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Complete Waveform from EOB -
Inspiral, Plunge, Merger, Ringdown (Buonanno and Damour, 2000)

.

How Complicated will it be??
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EOB predicted a blurred transition
from inspiral to plunge that is a
smooth continuation of inspiral+
sharp transition around merger of
continued inspiral and ringdown
signal
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Pretorius and the Numerical Relativity Breakthrough

Pretorius (2005) produced the first simulation with large number of
orbits through merger using Mharmonic coords, compactification of
Num Dom at spatial infinity, singularity excision and damping of
constraints. With this amazing breakthrough in NR, one has reliable
waveforms for the late inspiral and merger parts of the binary
evolution which can be used for constructing templates.

In 8 months other groups using other methods like BSSN eqns and
puncture methods have followed.. Provide access to accurate
knowledge of the waveform emitted during late inspiral and merger
(Pretorius 2005; Campanelli et al 2005; Baker et al 2005; Brügmann et al 2008; Husa et

al 2008; Hannam et al 2008; Boyle et al 2007, 2008; Scheel et al 2009; Vaishnav et al

2007; Hannam et al 2009).

Results for sparse sample of BBH systems. BBH simulations: time
consuming. NR simulations currently too expensive to solely build
required bank of GW templates and densely fill multidimensional
space of BBH physical parameters (masses and spins).
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Confronting Num Rel with PNA

WF calibrated and interpreted by our PN inspiral results.

There is exciting progress in matching the PN waveforms to the
Numerical Relativity ones (Buonanno, Cook, Pretorius 06; Damour, Nagar 06,

Groups at Caltech-Cornell, Goddard, Jena, Rochester, ..)

Baker et al
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Improved EOB-based (red) and NR (black)
` = m = 2 metric waveforms;Damour and Nagar 2009; Equal-mass case
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EOB vs NR - Mass ratio 3:1
Buonanno, Pan, Pfeiffer, Scheel, Kidder, Buchman (2009): arXiv: 0902.079
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Recommendation for Future GWDA of CB’s
Buonanno, BRI, Ochsner, Pan, Sathyaprakash arXiv:0907.0700
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Summary
Buonanno, BRI, Ochsner, Pan, Sathyaprakash arXiv:0907.0700

A physical model with physically meaningful parameters is a far safer
bet as search templates unless, of course, if the model in question is
not in agreement with the waveform predicted by numerical relativity.
EOB is the best physical model we have and this is what we
recommend be used to search for binaries with masses greater than
about 12 M�.

Purely from the point of view of computational burden TaylorF2 is
the least expensive and it is recommended that TaylorF2 at 3.5 PN
order be deployed as search templates below a total mass of 12 M�.

Alternative approach - Phenomenological Waveforms [Ajith et al
2007, 08,09] arXiv:0704.3764, arXiv: 0901.4936

Most recent EOB models are in near perfect agreement with the most
accurate numerical simulations to date, for systems corresponding to
different mass ratios studied so far.
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LIGO and Virgo TODAY

Field reached a Milestone with decades-old plans to build and operate large
interferometric GW detectors now realized at several locations worldwide

S5: Nov 2005 -Sep 2007. Unprecedented sensitivity allows to place Upper Limits on GW from a

variety of Ap sources.. E.g. Fairhurst et al arXiv:0908.4006
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Astrophysical results from GW observations - LIGO Science Collaboration

Upper limits on the strength of the cosmological stochastic background of
GWs better than existing limits from big bang (BB) nucleosynthesis and the
cosmic microwave background. Rule out several of the BB scenarios based
on some string theories (LIGO +Virgo)

Crab pulsar (spinning down at a rate of 3.7× 10−10 Hz/sec gives strain
amplitude h ∼ 1.4× 10−24 if spindown all due to GW emission) S5 run - no
GW signal observed even at h ∼ 2× 10−25 less than 2 % energy loss can be
due to GW; significantly constraining spin-down mechanism

Absence of GW signal during GRB 070201 excluded CB progenitor in M31
galaxy. If not in M31, excludes BNS merger within 3.5 Mpc.

S4 run - strong limits on the presence of GW bursts from cosmic (super)
strings

S5 - Stringent upper limits on the GW strengths associated with 3 SGRs.

For three distinct SGR events, GW observations could put excellent upper

limits on the GW strengths. One case Order of magnitude better.
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Future Improvements in Detector sensitivity

GW detectors are sensitive to Amplitude of the radiation which falls
of as inverse of the Source Distance. Factor N increase in sensitivity
leads to N3 increase in Probed Volume and hence Event Rates.

From inception LIGO and Virgo envisaged as an ongoing
Observatory.. Infrastructure to go to higher sensitivity
Enhanced Detectors (2009 -11)
2× increase in sensitivity; 8× increase in rate
35W Laser power; more efficient readout for GW channel
Advanced Detectors: LIGO, Virgo (2015 - )
12× increase in sensitivity; Over 1000× increase in rate
Signal recycling, 200W laser, Test mass 40 kg (↓ radn pr noise),
Larger beams, better dielelectric mirror coatings, four cascaded stages
of passive isolation, fused silica fibers (low mech loss, reduce susp
noise 100×), two-stage active isolation, go down to 10 Hz
3G Detectors: Einstein Telescope (2027 - )
100× increase in sensitivity; Over 106× increase in rate
ET: Conceptual design study( EC; 3 years; 3M Euros; Sathyaprakash)
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Sensitivity Today, Sensitivity Tomorrow
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Expected Annual Coalescence Rates

Rates quoted are mean of the distribution.

Detector NS-NS NS-BH BH-BH

Initial LIGO
0.02 0.0006 0.0009

(2002-06)

Enhanced LIGO
×2 sensitivity 0.1 0.04 0.07

(2009-10)

Advanced LIGO
×12 sensitivity 40 10 20

(2014+)

In a 95% confidence interval, rates uncertain by 3 orders of magnitude
Extrapolations from obsvd Bin Psrs,Stellar birth rate estimates,

Population Synthesis models
NS-NS (0.4− 400); NS-BH (0.2.− 300) ; BH-BH (2.− 4000) yr−1
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Global GW Network
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Towards GW Astronomy - LIGO - Australia

LIGO Hanford Livingston + Virgo
Wen and Chen

+ LIGO Australia
Wen and Chen

NSF has approved LIGO-Australia if ACIGA finds funds for infrastructure
and running costs before end of 2011.
IndIGO (Indian Initiative in GW Observations) Consortium will seek funds
to collaborate with ACIGA to participate in LIGO-Australia.
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Concluding Remarks

Any Experimental Physicist marvels at the audacity of the attempt to
detect GW. Detection of GW is nearly impossible.
Involves technological challenges that appear insurmountable.
That we are close to detecting it is remarkable.
When we succeed it will be truely WONDERFUL (Peter Saulson)

GW detection is an effort that ‘strains’ all resources:
best technology - vacuum, optics, isolation, lasers ..;
best data archiving, best theoretical templates, best data analysis,
best computing..
Stresses the symbiotic relation between Basic Sciences and Applied
Technology on one hand and Theory, Experiment and Computation
on the other..
Initial ITF could detect NS-NS binary inspirals up to 30 Mpc,
Enhanced ITF to 60 Mpc and Adv ITF expected up to 450 Mpc.
Most promising sources for Initial Interferometers are the Black Hole-
Black Hole Binaries. 10− 10M� BBH to 160 Mpc for Initial ITF and
2200 Mpc for Advanced ITF
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That we are close to detecting it is remarkable.
When we succeed it will be truely WONDERFUL (Peter Saulson)
GW detection is an effort that ‘strains’ all resources:
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Concluding Remarks

Experiment driving the theory - PN ICB, Self-force for EMRI,
Numerical Relativity, PN-NR comparison.. Lamb Shift calcln in QED..

It is not sufficient to transplant in Einstein’s theory
the technical steps of Newton’s theory but one needs to
transmute within Einstein’s conceptual framework the
ideas that underlie the technical developments -Damour
Successful operation of Adv LIGO expected to transform field from
GW detection to GW Ap
Detection of GW will be a striking confirmation of the relativistic
nature of gravity
Direct detection of GW holds promise of testing GR in strong field
regime, providing new probes of BH and NS and unravelling
unanticipated new Ap
Speed of GW, Number of Polarisation states can test GR
Origin of GRB’s, Structure of NS, EOS of DE
Joint GW and optical observations can provide a new cosmological
tool
Info carried by GW orthogonal to Info carried by EMW since they
arise from fundamentally different physical processes
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Universe in Various windows
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The Neutrino story and possible GW analog..

Recall the story of the Neutrino. Beta decay experiments led to its
postulation (1930). It was assumed to be massless consistent with
experiments. Indirect evidence for its existence was strong.

Cowan and Reines - First direct detection the neutrino (1953)
Astrophysics troubled by Solar Neutrino Puzzle (1969)
Recently Neutrino oscillations have been seen. Imply small mass for
neutrino. Important for Solar neutrino problem.
Binary Psr is the Beta decay Phase.
The GW detectors are attempting direct detection a la Cowan Reines
If GW obsvns throws up Some Puzzle or discrepancy ???
GW astronomy may lead to Gravitation beyond General Relativity (or
Astrophysics beyond the current models)
If agreement of GW observations with General Relativity predictions is
good, it is very good, if it is bad, it is even better!!
For if the agreement is good, Einstein is 100% right!!
If it is bad, then Gravity has other new and subtler modes of
Expression!!
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First generation detectors achieve Design sensitivity

Four Hundred years after Galileo’s telescope launched Optical Astronomy,
a major revolution in astronomy using GW is around the corner.

Wonderful tribute in the past Year of Astronomy to Galileo from 100’s of
brave GW Experimenters over decades who believed impossible is nothing!
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The dilemma of the GW detective (Kochi - 2004)
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